REPORT BY THE SECRETARY-GENERAL ON HIS EFFORTS TO GIVE EFFECT TO SECURITY COUNCIL RESOLUTION 211 OF 20 SEPTEMBER 1965

Addendum

1. The progress made in the recruitment and dispatch of observers for UNIPCM and additional observers for the strengthening of UNOGIP is summarized below.

UNIPCM

2. As of 27 September, twenty-two observers had arrived in the area. In addition, thirteen observers from UNOGIP had been temporarily deployed in the UNIPCM area of operations pending the arrival of an adequate number of UNIPCM observers.

3. As of 27 September, thirty-four observers were in transit to the area. Thirty-nine further observers were preparing to depart from their home countries.

UNOGIP

4. As of 27 September, forty-two additional observers had arrived in the area to strengthen UNOGIP.

5. Nine observers were in transit to the area. Fifteen more observers for UNOGIP were preparing to depart from their home countries.

Aircraft

6. The aircraft requirements of UNIPCM and UNOGIP are for three Caribou aircraft and three Otter aircraft. One Caribou is already in the area, and the remaining two are due there on 3 October. Air and ground crews, maintenance equipment, spare parts and vehicles are being airlifted to the area and are due to arrive in Rawalpindi on 1 October.

Equipment and transport

7. Intensive efforts are being made to provide adequate ground transport, communications and other equipment for UNIPCM and UNOGIP.